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They provide an exact step-by-step manual on how to install Took me about 15 minutes and I read everything twice before I
pushed any buttons.. With 4 different 'Tunes', all the adjustable settings, and HP Tuners offering 'custom tunes' available online
next year.

I have never installed one of these before and was extremely pleased on how EASY it was.. com network please request a or
email us KEY FEATURES • Increased Horsepower and Torque • Internet Updateable • Easy Installation • No Tools Necessary
• Improved Fuel Economy • Optimized Drivability • Diagnostic Trouble Code Reading Capability • Internet Updateable for
Latest Calibrations Buick / Cadillac / Chevy / GMC / Hummer Superchips Flashpaq, 1996 - Current GM Gas Trucks/Suv's
Including new 2007 models!.. While I was there I installed the 'Performance Tune' and drove it home Best $382.. Registration is
fast, simple and absolutely free so please,! If you have any problems with the registration process or your account login, please
contact.
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It is only a matter of time before the dealers figure out how to read the tuned vehicles, if they don't already.. 97 I've ever spent
on a vehicle!!! It has a bunch of different adjustable settings but I found the 'Performance Tune' to be great for now.. How can a
person go wrong Oh, and GM made the perfect spot to store it right under the rear seat behind the driver.. Perfect little hole that
holds it in there Just in case you are out running around and want to 'play' with it.

f5 gm flashpaq 2845 manual

+They will have 'data aquisition' available later this month (October) This will be an upgrade via online with the data cable they
provide with the hand held unit.. Superchips FlashPaq Tuner - 2815 by Superchips is a great product to add to your car.

flashpaq 3865 manual

From what the data aquisition manual states it will post and give you the following in real time on the handheld unit -
0-40/0-50/0-60/0-70mph = times 60ft / 330ft / 1/8mi / 1000ft / 1/2mi = times and mph As well as save the 'best' times and
mph.. Towing - here is what they say -Performance Tune - 87 octane - up to 6000lbs -Performance Tune - 91 octane - up to
1500lbs -Towing Tune - 91 octane - up to factory specs I drove the SS this morning to go pickup somethings.. I can't say how it
compares to other Tunes but I was not willing to tune with out being able to go back to stock.. Visit for the latest in Hybrid and
For advertising information, on the AutoGuide.. Welcome Enthusiast! If you already own a Chevy TrailBlazer or GMC Envoy
or perhaps thinking of purchasing such a vehicle, then you have come to the best TrailBlazer and Envoy site on the net! Rainier,
Bravada, Ascender, and 9-7x owners welcome too! You are currently viewing our site as a guest which gives you limited access
to view most discussions and access our other features.. +They have a 'forum' set up and it looks like someone from Superchips
is answering almost all questions and concerns. d70b09c2d4 
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